Feedback Forms (not YaleSites)

These forms are stored in Qualtrics yalesurvey.qualtrics.com

**Contact Us:** linked from Orbis. Options for report an error in a catalog record ([catalog.problems@yale.edu](mailto:catalog.problems@yale.edu) [1]), account problems ([askyalelibrary@yale.edu](mailto:askyalelibrary@yale.edu) [2]), requests ([askyalelibrary@yale.edu](mailto:askyalelibrary@yale.edu) [2]), accessing digital resources ([e-resprob@mailman](mailto:e-resprob@mailman) [3], yale.edu ), research question ([askyalelibrary@yale.edu](mailto:askyalelibrary@yale.edu) [2]), suggest an improvement ([libraryit@yale.edu](mailto:libraryit@yale.edu) [4]).

**Feedback:** linked from Findit, Quicksearch and Articles+. More general in nature. Findit goes to the Hydra list. Summon feedback goes to Angela and Jenn Nolte.

**Interlibrary Loan Satisfaction and Scan and Deliver Service Satisfaction** are both used by Access Services.

**Software for Collaboration:** An internal library survey, no longer active, to determine what collaboration tools were desired by staff.

---

**Source URL:** [https://web.library.yale.edu/site-resources-help-web-developers/feedback-forms-not-yalesites](https://web.library.yale.edu/site-resources-help-web-developers/feedback-forms-not-yalesites)
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